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LBNL-48381, CBP Note-397, SLAC-PUB-8885

NEW SIMULATION RESULTS FOR THE ELECTRON-CLOUD EFFECT
AT THE PEP-II POSITRON RING∗

Y. Cai, S. Heifets and J. Seeman, SLAC, Stanford, CA 94309, USA
M. Furman and M. Pivi, LBNL, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

Abstract

We present simulation results for the emittance blowup
due to the head-tail effect induced by the electron-cloud
effect (ECE) in the low-energy ring (LER) at the PEP-II B
factory at SLAC.

1 INTRODUCTION

TheECE hasbeen observed or isexpected at many stor-
age rings [1, 2]. In particular, there is strong evidence for
it in the PEP-II positron ring, where it has led to localized
vacuum pressure rises and an emittance blowup that has a
strong bunch-to-bunch dependencealong thebunch train.

In this article we present an attempt to explain the emit-
tance blowup by means of simulations. These simulations
are carried out in two separate stages: in the first, we esti-
mate the electron-cloud density for a given fill pattern. In
the second, we take the density thus obtained and feed it
as an input parameter into a second simulation that com-
putes the beam blowup. The first simulation is done for
rigid, nondynamical buncheswith acode that hasbeen un-
der development at LBNL for some time [3,4]. In the sec-
ond simulation, the electron cloud is assumed static, and
the bunches dynamical. This second part is done with a
new code developed at SLAC, described below, using a
simplesimulation model introduced by Ohmi and Zimmer-
mann [5].

2 ELECTRON CLOUD

We consider only the main two sources of electrons,
namely: (1) photoelectrons arising from the synchrotron
radiation hitting the walls of the vacuum chamber, and
(2) secondary emission from electrons hitting the walls.
The model used for the secondary emission yield (SEY)
of the TiN-coated chamber is described elsewhere [3, 4];
we have slightly updated it, however, by fitting its param-
eters to newer measurements obtained at SLAC, both of
the SEY and the emitted-electron energy spectrum [6], of
TiN-coated aluminum samples of the PEP-II LER vacuum
chamber.

We assume a fill pattern whose basic bunch spacing is
4 RF buckets, and has 8 gaps along the circumference, as
shown in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows the simulated density of
the electron cloud for the case of Nb = 5× 1010 positrons
per bunch, assuming an effective quantum efficiency per
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Figure 1: Fill pattern used for the simulation (one full rev-
olution).

penetrated photon Y ′ = 1. Here we only count those elec-
trons within 5 mm of the beam axis, since it is only these
that contributesignificantly to theemittanceblowup.
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Figure 2: Density of the electron cloud along the bunch
train inside a circle of radius 5 mm about the center of the
chamber.



          

3 EMITTANCE BLOWUP

An object-oriented C++ class library has been written
to simulate the interaction between the electron cloud and
positron beam. In the library, the electron cloud and
positron beam are independent objects that can be con-
structed by the user. There is no limitation on how many
objects of cloud are allowed in the simulation, and the
clouds can have different parameters as instances of the
cloud class. Thesefeaturesprovideuswith great flexibility
to study various phenomenaof theECE.

We represent the transverse distribution of the electron
cloud by Nm macroparticles at a given location s in the
ring,

f−⊥ (~xe, ~ve; s) =
1

Nm

Nm∑

n=1

δ(~xe − ~xen(s))δ(~ve − ~ven(s)),

(1)
where ~xe and ~ve represent the transverse coordinate and
velocity of the electrons. The distribution of the positron
bunch is represented by Ns longitudinal macro slices. All
slices are assumed to have a rigid Gaussian distribution of
transverse rms sizes (σx, σy). The centroid of each slice is
treated as adynamical variable in 6D phasespace.

Transversely, we use the 2D vectors ~xc and ~pc to de-
scribe thecentroid coordinateand canonical momentum of
theslices. At thebeginning of thesimulation, all the trans-
verse coordinates and momenta of the slice centroids are
set to zero. Longitudinally, the centroid coordinate z and
momentum pz of theslicesareinitialized to aGaussian dis-
tribution with rms bunch length σz and energy spread σp,
respectively.

To speed up thesimulation, all electronsare lumped into
one single slice at a given azimuthal location s with av-
erage β function. This approximation is justified because
we know that the head-tail instability is rather insensitive
to the location of the impedance. Before the arrival of
the positron bunch, the distribution of electron cloud is re-
initialized to a Gaussian distribution with sizes σcx and σcy
and the velocities of the electrons are reset to zero. The
slices of the bunch are sorted according to their longitudi-
nal position. Starting with the head, the slices collide with
the electron cloud sequentially in time. Under the assump-
tion of Gaussian distribution, the kick experienced by ith

electron from theelectric field of nth slice is

δ ~vei = −2Nbrec

Ns
~FG( ~xei − ~xcn;~σ), (2)

where ~FG isgiven by theErskine-Bassetti formula[7]. The
kick by the electron cloud to the centroid of the slice is
expressed as

δ ~pcn = −2reNe
Nmγ

Nm∑

i=1

~FG( ~xcn − ~xei;~σ), (3)

whereNe = 2πσcxσ
c
yCne. Note that the distribution of the

electron cloud isnot directly used in thecalculation and the

expression is based on the conservation of the momentum.
Because the transverse size of the electron cloud is much
larger than that of thebeam, theapproximation isadequate.
Between the collision of two adjacent slices the electrons
drift, δ ~xe = ~vedz/c, wheredz is thesliceseparation.

To see the dynamical effects of the positron beam, we
track the centroid of the slices with betatron and syn-
chrotron motions. The transverse coordinates are tracked
by applying a simple linear Courant-Snyder map around
the ring with tunes νx and νy and lattice functionsβx, αx,
etc. In the longitudinal plane similar formulas are applied,
with βz = σz/σp and αz = 0.

Current operating parameters of the LER are listed in
Table1. All wiggler magnets in themachineare turned off
for higher luminosity. The vertical emittance is estimated
from the beam-beam luminosity scan. The average of the
betafunction iscomputed using thevaluesat theend of ev-
ery element. Thebunch chargeNb is chosen to correspond
to thehighest operating current in the ring.

Table1: Parameters for theLER.

Parameter Description Value
E [Gev] beam energy 3.1
βx [m] averagex beta 9.370
βy [m] averagey beta 12.47
εx [nm-rad] x emittance 24.0
εy [nm-rad] y emittance 1.50
σz [cm] rms bunch length 1.30
σp relativeenergy spread 7.7× 10−4

νx x tune 0.649
νy y tune 0.564
νs synchrotron tune 0.0251
C [m] circumference 2200
Nb positrons/bunch 1× 1011

α momentum compaction 1.23× 10−3

The other parameters used in the simulations are listed
in Table2. Theparameters related to theelectron cloud are
not yet well established. In Fig. 2 weseethat thesaturation
density isne ' 6 × 105 cm−3 for Nb = 5 × 1010. Other
simulations show that ne is higher at higher Nb, but we
do not yet have a reliable estimate. The number of slices
in the bunch and macro particles for the electron cloud
is balanced between a better accuracy and computational
time. They are limited by therequirement of 24 hoursturn-
around time on a computer workstation. These parameters
are always used in the simulation unless statements to the
contrary in the text.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on theanalytical derivation of thewakefield gen-
erated by the electron cloud and the theory of instability in
the previous section, it is clear that there is a threshold of
strong head-tail instability (ξx = ξy = 0). In this section



             

Table2: Simulation parameters.

Parameter Description Value
ne [cm−3] e-cloud density 8.0× 105

σcx [mm] e-cloud x size 6.0
σcy [mm] e-cloud y size 3.0
Ns no. of slices 1024
Nm no. of macro particles 10240

wesimulate the interaction between theelectron cloud and
the positron beam and the beam dynamics to compare the
result with theanalytical approximation. Wevary theinten-
sity of theelectron cloudne from 1× 105 to 1× 106 cm−3

and find that the vertical instability approximately occurs
at 5× 105 cm−3 as shown in Fig. 3. The turn-by-turn evo-
lution of the rms value of slices is plotted in the figure.
Onecan seethat, beyond the threshold, thecentroidsof the
slicesspread widely comparing to thebeam size, leading to
an effectiveincreaseof theemittanceof thebeam. To quan-
tify the emittance growth, we define Σy = (σ2

y + σ2
c,y)1/2,

whereσc,y is thevertical rmsvariation of thecentroid, and
plot it as a function of thecloud density in thesecond plot.
Σy can bemeasured with asynchrotron light monitor.
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Figure3: Threshold of head-tail instability caused by elec-
tron cloud.

It is well known that the lattice chromaticities can play
an important role to stabilize the conventional head-tail in-
stability. To study this effect, we vary ξy in the range
−10 < ξy < 10 while fixing ξx = 0 and ne = 8 × 105

cm−3, which is above the instability threshold. The results
are shown in Fig. 4. One can see that ξy < 0 leads to large
beam blowup while ξx > 0 does not, in agreement with
experimental observations.

In conclusion, we see clear threshold behaviors of beam
blowup as a function of electron cloud density and chro-
maticity. The actual value of the electron cloud density
remains to be better determined. A clear signal of bunch-

to-bunch variation of theelectron density along the train, if
it exists, will require further simulations with much better
statistics.
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Figure4: Effectivebeam sizeasafunction of chromaticity.
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